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ABSTRACT
Modeled hyperspectral reflectance signatures just above the water surface are obtained from radiative transfer models to
create synthetic images of the water surface. Images are displayed as 24 bit RGB images of the water surface using
selected channel. Comparisons are made in this paper between a hyperspectral Monte Carlo and a hyperspectral layered
analytical model ofradiative transport applicable to shallow water types. Images at the selected wavelengths or channels
centered at 490, 530 and 680 nm suggests the two models provide the same results when displayed as RGB images. The
most sensitive parameters for generating realistic images are water depth and bottom reflectance in clean natural,
optically shallow waters. The images clearly demonstrate the need importance ofdetailed and accurate water depths.
Keywords: Hyperspectral remote sensing, target detection, synthetic images, synthetic signatures, modeling, simulation,
water surface reflectance, optically shallow water, absorption, backscatter, derivative spectroscopy, bottom type, bottom
reflectance, water quality, phytoplankton pigments, chlorophyll, dissolved organic matter, suspended particulate,
hydrologic optics, radiative transfer, monte carlo modeling, water depth.

1. BACKGROUND
The radiative transfer equation for a water column can be written in general as':

cos9 dL(9,,z,i) -c(z,,%)L(O,q,z,,%)+ 2
dz

(O',9,',Ø,z,%)L(O',',z,,)sinO'dO'd'

9=O9=O

(1)

+fl(9,O,q$,q$,z,,Z)L5(95,q$,z,A), (Wm3sr')
where z=water depth, positive downward, z=O at the surface (m), c,(z)=4otal beam attenuation coefficient (m'),
16(9' , 0,qc , , z, ,) = volume scattering function of diffused radiance (m1 sf'), fi ( O ,0, q$ , b, z, A ) volume scattering
function of collimated radiance (m' sf'), L ( O , q$ z, ) =collimated radiance (W m2 sf'), 9 =solar zenith angle
( O ) and solar azimuth angle ( q$ ) (radians), and A =wavelength of light.
To solve this equation, information such as the fraction of skylight to sunlight, the inherent optical properties,
and water depths are required. The inherent optical properties include the absorption coefficient (m'), the scattering
coefficient (m'), and the volume scattering function (sr 1)• Also one typically uses the refractive index, optical path
length, and single scattering albedo to help solve the above equation. The hyperspectral Monte Carlo (MC) method is
used to solve equation (1) by simulating a photon at any time step and then examining the results ofthe photon tracks or
the displacement of the photons as they pass through the water column in a three-dimensional coordinate system. This
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model developed by Bostater and Gimond23 thus simulates a three-dimensional light field ofphotons which originate at
a single point just above the air/water surface.
A synthetic image is a simulated image, in contrast to a real or actual image obtained from a sensor. There is a
substantial body ofliterature on synthetic image generation of the water surface, both in computer graphics and in
oceanography.4'5'6'7 When modeling light transport in water there are often trade-offs that must be considered between
detailed physics and computational simplicity. This paper focuses on the optical characteristics ofthe underwater
environment, the interaction at the air-water interface, and the influence of water depth and bottom reflectance on water
surface reflectance images. The animation of the water surface by the creation of surface features such as waves, foam,
and wakes will not be covered in this paper. In this research, a Monte Carlo (MC) model and an analytical two-flow
model is used to produce and compare numerically simulated images. The MC and analytical model is used to produce
images of the water surface and these synthetic images are compared to an actual aerial photo obtained from an aircraft.
Because the Monte Carlo model and associated image processing techniques require a large amount of
computation time, the use ofa parallel processing Beowulfcluster makes this research feasible. The idea of parallel
processing is to use more than one processor to perform computationally intensive calculations. Figures 1 and 2 below
indicate the difference between our serial processor and parallel processing program in synthetic image generation. As
shown in Figure 1, our serial program computes data for each pixel sequentially using one processor. For the parallel
processing program, the model and input data is routed to N processors. For example in Figure 2, each processor
computes 1024 / 8 = 128 pixels. With N processors, the computational time will be 1/N. In order to use the parallel
processing techniques used in this research, an understanding ofparallel programming, MPI (Message-Passing
Interface), is required. MPI is a library of functions that can be called in C or FORTRAN to parallelize computationally
intensive programs. The version used at Florida Tech is MPI-l.2.3, developed by Argonne National Laboratory (2002).
Florida Tech has two major parallel processing facilities. One is an SGI cluster, composed of 1 1 SGI workstations. The
other system, called Bluemarlin, is a 48-node IBM cluster 1300 system, comprised of47 compute nodes and 1 head
node.
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Figure 2. Example parallel processing system environment.

2. METHODS
The goal ofthis paper is to describe o.ur use ofthe MC optical model 2,3 and a layered, analytical two-flow
model 8 to simulate a region ofthe Sebastian Inlet, a shallow coastal region located with in the area on the East Coast of

Central Florida. The intent is to use these images to understand what simulated reflectance images can teach us when
different inherent and apparent optical properties are specified and also to show us in "image space" the influence of
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different bottom types, water depths and water quality as demonstrated in the synthetic images. The synthetic images
from both models are compared to an aerial photograph of the area and selected results for three wavelengths show
model to model comparisons. Measured and then interpolated (gridded) bathymetry and spatially varying water quality
parameter concentrations can be used to simulate the synthetic remote sensing images. In the future, these synthetic
image techniques will allow us to develop analytically based remote sensing algorithms for water quality and bottom
mapping applications and detection of targets.
The Hyperspectral Monte Carlo (MC) Model
The hyperspectral MC model in this research uses the forward MC method with a single photon technique. The
forward MC method is where a photon is tracked from a light source to its fmal destination. The single photon technique
is where each iteration starts with a single photon whose path is tracked from its source (just above the water surface) to
its sink (absorption in the water column or at the bottom) or its exit or upwelling from the water column. Figures 3,4,
and 5 describe the essence of the MC process of generating a photon, tracing it across the air-water interface and finally
tracing its interaction within the aquatic medium, which includes scattering process.

Figure 3. Flowchart describing the process ofgenerating a photon and determination ofwhether it is part ofthe indirect (diffuse) or
direct (collimated or skylight) light field before it downwells upon the water surface.

After simulating a sufficient number ofphoton interactions as a function of depth and the logging of the
scattering, absorption and presence of the photons within layers, a snapshot representative of the overall paths taken by
photons in the real environment is estimated. Then radiometric quantities are calculated from the collected data. These
primary and secondary radiometric quantities are calculated from the MC model as shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Modification of the Hyperspectral Monte Carlo model for the Parallel Processing Environment
23 for serial calculations and produced a value
The hyperspectral MC model was originally
representative of one pixel. The parallel program uses FORTRAN-90 or —77 and has been developed in order to produce
an image matrix, which contains the water surface reflectance value in each pixel using parallel computational
techniques. In this research paper, our goal has been to simulate a 1000 x 1000 pixel image or matrix. The reflectance
value for each pixel in this matrix is calculated by the Monte Carlo model. After calculating three matrices, each using
different coefficient values for each of three wavelengths. One can then choose to display an RGB image using remote
sensing software such as ENVI, or OpenGL.
104
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Figure 4. Flowchart describing the fate ofthe photon at the air-water interface in terms ofreflectance or transmittance through the
interface.

The steps for generating a synthetic image using the hyperspectral Monte Carlo model in a parallel processing
environment are thus:
1 . An image such as an aerial photo for water simulations, containing both land and water area is imported.
The land and water areas are then separated. Several methods can be applied to perform this separation. In Arc View, an
image is imported and the Arc View extension, "Grid Analysis", is used to convert the image file to a GRID file format.
The GRID file is then exported as an ASCII file. Before using the Grid analysis procedure, a land mask must be created
to indicate which pixels are water and which are land. A value is assigned above which indicates a land surface. Pixels
with values less than the land surface value are assumed to be water. This is called a "masking' value. Each pixel in the
resulting ASCII file will have a value between 0 and 255 since the GRID file is an 8-bit image.
2. Computational node 0 is used to read the above ASCII matrix. The matrix is then converted to another matrix
containing only the values 0 and 1, where 0 signifies pixels containing water and 1 signifies pixels containing land.
3. Computational node 0 is used to read the different water quality parameters, which are in 1000 x 1000
matrices. Ideally, each pixel has been assigned different water quality values. These water quality parameters include the
specific absorption coefficient for pure water, the specific absorption coefficient for chlorophyll, the specific absorption
coefficient for suspend sediment (55), the specific absorption coefficient for dissolved organic matter (DOM), the
specific backscattering coefficient for pure water, the specific backscattering coefficient for chlorophyll, the specific
backscattering coefficient for suspend sediment (55), the concentration of chlorophyll, the concentration of suspend
sediment (55), the concentration of dissolved organic matter (DOM), and the depth ofthe water column at that pixel
location. The water quality data used in this application was obtained from the Florida St. John's River Water
Management District (SJRWMD), Florida Geographic Data Center (FGDC), USGS, NOAA or was previously collected
data (Bostater, unpublished data). All ofthese data sets are in a "point" format in GIS data sets. A random split data
validation was used to choose the best interpolation method (IDW, Spline, or Kriging), followed by used of Arc View,
Spatial Analyst, (an extension ofArc View), which is used to make a grid file based on the water quality sample point
data sets. The resulting grid file is then exported as a l000xl000 matrix ASCII file.
4. When all needed data are prepared and read by node 0, an MPI command, such as, MPI_SEND or
MPI_RECEIVE is used to send (1000/ N processors)*1000 matrices (sub image matrices or image "tiles").
5. Ifa pixel or matrix location is land, the reflectance will be written as 0. Ifthe pixel or matrix location is
water, the program will use the Monte Carlo or analytical model to calculate reflectance and store the result and continue
processing other pixel locations. Then, the MPI_ ALLGATHER command is used to collect the reflectance matrices
from each processor to node 0.
6. Repeating steps three through five, the simulated reflectance values are gathered for each required
wavelength within a hyperspectral slice or cube.
7. Image processing software is used to import three bands or the resulting "synthetic reflectance image" in
order to display the selected 3 channel RGB image. The original aerial image is used for land area display, and the
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simulated synthetic image is used for water research of the water area simulated. This image can be placed into a GIS for
additional geospatial or environmental monitoring applications. See Figure 6. for a description of the procedure to
generate a synthetic image using our parallel processing approach.

Figure 5. Simplified flowchart describing the selected phases of a photon's interaction in water and tracking the photon
in different layers as it is scattered, absorbed or reflected off of the bottom.
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Figure 6. Schematic figure showing the procedure for parallelization and synthetic image generation.
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The psudocode of the research is shown as follows:
MPLInitialize
Open(1O, 'fllename2 lOpen a series water quality related data
Do I=1,m
Read(1O, *),

J=1,n

End do
If(my_rank=O) then
Call MPL SEND
Else

Call MPLRECV I Dimension (m XlocaLn)

End If
IfLand then
Reflectance=O
Else if Water then
Call Monte Carlo subroutine to calculate Reflectance 1 Calculating water surface reflectance
Call MPLALLGATHERCaII I Collecting results from different processors

End If
End Program

Table 1. Table showing the methods of calculating the "primary" radiometric quantities from the quantity N(O",4")
which represents the total count ofphotons within an interval of a spherical grid whose angular orientation is defined by
the zenith angle 0W and azimuth angle 4W The methods ofphoton accumulation and accounting occurs at each layer in
the vertical direction in the hyperspectral MC model.
Derivation from the MC model
Conventional Definition
Radiometric Quantity

dQ
—

N

d2

N

Radiant flux ( (I) )

dt

Field radiance at a point in a
surface (L)

sin(O)cos(O)d0d4

dA cos(O)d0d4

2nr/2

2ic7t/ 2
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2t it
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Table 2. Equations showing the method of calculation of the "secondary" radiometric quantities. Shape factors
and the collimated beam conversion coefficients are also calculated from the primary & secondary -quantities.

Equation used to derive quantity in MC

Secondary radiometric quantity

model

Upwellmg mean cosine (i

)

=
—

Downwelling mean cosine (jt d)

ld —

Mean cosine (jt)

=

Ed —

Ed
1od
Ed —

E=

E0
Irradiance reflectance (R)

E

EOU+EOd

E
R=_u
Ed

The Analytical Model for Synthetic Image Generation
The analytical solutions to the two-flow equations, including a specular or collimated light component8 for a
nonhomogeneous (layered) water body as are given by:

Ed (z,i)

[v(i) a(i) b(z)

+b(i)

2(i)

[

2(i)

e0z(0]Ed (O,i)

+[ b(i)
[2i,(i) (e e_w(i)z(i))]E (O,i)
[c(i) — m (i)a
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+[

(ez(

) + 2i,v (i) eaz ] E5 (0, i),
1
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,
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where:

m(i)=

—c(i)(a(i)+a(i)+2b(i))

(aQ))2 ((.))2

E5(O,i),

(4)
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n(i)=

—c(i)(a(i)+2b(i)—a(i))E5(O,i)

(a(i))2

((.))2

(5)

and:

yi(i) = j(a(i))2 +2a(i)b(i).

(6)

The results of equation (2) give the downwelling vector irradiance at depth, "z", of layer "i". The downwelling
irradiance at depth "z" oflayer "i" Ed (z,i) is set equal to the downwellmg irradiance at the top oflayer "i+l" or

Ed (z,i) = Ed (O,i +1) for energy conservation and the downwelling irradiance is then summed at discrete thicknesses
over the total depth ofthe water column. The results ofequation (3) give the upwelling vector irradiance at depth, "0", of
layer "i". The upwelling irradiance at depth "0" oflayer "i" E (0, i) is set equal to the upwelling irradiance at the

bottom oflayer "i-i": E (O,i) = E (z,i —1) for energy conservation and the upwelling irradiance is summed at
discrete thicknesses over the total depth of the water column. "z" is the thickness of layer "i".
The steps for generating a synthetic image using the hyperspectral analytical model are similar to those listed
above for the hyperspectral Monte Carlo model. The analytical model is computationally efficient enough that
parallelization is not required and the reflectance R(O) = E (0) I Ed (0) at each wavelength can be computed using the
iterative scheme described above and in greater detail in Bostater, Huddleston, Semmier, Mieles, 2002 (this volume).

3. RESULTS
The random number generator used in the original (serial processing) Monte Carlo model had to be modified to
properly function in the parallel processing environment. The reason is that the random number generator uses a seed to
generate a number based upon the CPU call to the computer's time clock. In the parallel environment, each processor
uses the same seed at the same time and therefore the resulting simulation will result in a pattern in the image due to the
simulation with the same "seed". In other words, the seed produced will not be random across the image. A sample
image, before and after modifying the random number generator for the parallel environment, is shown in Figure 8. The
random number generator modified for the parallel environment uses a seed that is modified by different columns and
row numbers as well as the order ofprocessors. The pseudo code is as follows:
CALL ITIME(IARRA 19

XSEED = IARRAY(1)+jjj+rankj+jjj+iii

I iii is the column number ofthe image

YSEED = IARRAY(2) * (1000+ranki+iii+J/j)

ZSEED = IARRA Y(3) * (JOO+iii+ranki+jjj+jjj)

! /j/ is the column number ofthe image
1 ranki is the order of the processors

The quantity of photons to use and the number of significant figures needed in the resulting reflectance
synthetic images in the models must be decided before running the program for generating a synthetic image. The
greater the photons used, then the more accurate are the resulting reflectance images. The reason for considering this test
is also to find a reasonable computation time for image generation. We calculated a test using a 20 x 20 matrix and
different numbers ofphotons to simulate the surface reflectance using ten processors. The resulting reflectance image
(shown in Figure 8) is computed to three significant figures. Figure 7 shows the level ofnoise in the MC model as a
result ofusmg varying quantities ofphotons per pixel. Table 3 and Figure 9 show the results ofthe photon quantity test
and the relationship between the number of photons and standard deviation of the reflectance
Figure 10 is an actual 1 meter pixel resolution aerial image of the Sebastian Inlet area. Figures 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, and 16 are the simulated images of the Sebastian Inlet area for comparison. The synthetic images have been
110
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generated by both the MC and the analytical models in order to compare model results and the effects of depth and
bottom reflectance on the quality and realism of the images. The image enhancement technique used in the image
processing software was linear contrast stretching.

4. DISCUSSION & SUMMARY
A good random number generator is one of the most important parts of a Monte Carlo simulation. Random
number generators use iterative algorithms for producing a long, non-repeating sequence of uniform pseudo-random
numbers that approximate a truly uniform random sequence. The random number generator used in this research has
been modified by the rank ofprocessors and pixel number. Ideally, the sequence should be uniformly distributed,
uncorrelated, and easily changed by adjusting an initial seed value. Parallel random number generators should have no
correlation between the sequences on different processors, should produce an independent sequence for different
numbers ofprocessors, and should not require any data communication between processors

The synthetic image is not the proper medium for model sensitivity testing because of the different image
enhancement methods used. Synthetic image application is for algorithm testing (Figure 17). Conceptually, we believe
that the total reflectance of the water surface (R tot) is equal to the reflectance resulting from pure water (R ), bottom
reflectance (R b) (R ) is due to the chemicals and reflectance from a residual factor (R residual) that is due to the
difference between the components and what is obtained from a sensor. R tot is thus represented by the real images taken
from aircraft or satellites or is calculated and the difference between these is the residual reflectance. The image of Rb
can be obtained from subtraction. If one understands R
it can be generated by synthetic images. Reflectance due to
is simulated or
chemical constituents in the water (R chm) can be extracted from the residual reflectance. Once the R
created, the Rb or SAV distribution map can then be extracted from the sensor image. Our future work will be the
explanation ofthis data fusion technique which uses senor and modeled hyperspectral images.
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Figure 7. The figure shows the standard deviation ofreflectance or noise generated by using different quantities
ofphotons for each pixel (1,000 to 1 million) in the hyperspectral Monte Carlo model used to generate synthetic
images.
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/

Figure 8. Comparison of synthetic images created using different random number generators. Top left image produced using the

original random number generator (used in serial processing), top right image was produced using the random number generator
modified for the parallel processing environment. The two lower images are a zoom of an area of water in top, left and right images.
Note the obvious pattern on the lower, left, zoomed image.

Table 3. The results ofthe number ofthe photons
simulated for each pixel and the effect on the pixel
statistics for the water surface reflectance
STD
Number of Range Mm
Max
photons
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Figure 10. Actual 1 meter pixel resolution aerial image from Sebastian Inlet area. Variable water depth and submerged grasses are
observed.

Figure II (left) and Figure 12 (right). Synthetic image of the Sebastian Inlet area generated using the Monte Carlo model (Figure II)
and using the analytical model (Figure 12). The bottom reflectance (Rb) is set to 0.1. Rathymetry used was data from SJRWMD. The
depth in this area is between 0-5 meters. The water column is assumed to be pure water (no chemical constituents). The model clearly
shows the reflectance of different water depths on synthetic images. The white region is shallow water. The reflectance values at 650
nm are between 0 and 0.075 (Fig. II) and 0 and 0.083 (Fig. 12). Simulated Water surface values at 520 nm were between 0.03 and 0.1
(Fig. II) and 0.04 and 0.1 (Fig. 12). The reflectance values at 480 nm are between 0.06 and 0.105 (Fig. II) and 0.01 and 0.14 (Fig.
12). Images have been contrast stretched.
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Figure 13 (left) and Figure 14 (right). Synthetic image of the Sebastian Inlet area generated using the Monte Carlo model (Figure 13)
and using the analytical model (Figure 14). The bottom reflectance (Rb) data used is SAy bottom reflectance (Bostater, 1992).
Bathymetry data used was from SJRWMD. The depth in this area is between 0-5 meters. The water column is assumed to be pure
water (no chemical constituents). The dark area near the shoreline is submerged aquatic vegetation (SAy). The reflectance values at
650 nm are between 0 and 0.13 (Fig. 13) and 0 and 0.087 (Fig. 14). The reflectance values at 520 nm are between 0.04 and 0.125 (Fig.
13) and 0.05 and 0.13 (Fig. 14). The reflectance values at 480 nm are between 0.04 and 0.12 (Fig. 13) and 0.03 and 0.142 (Fig. 14).
Images have been contrast stretched.

Figure 15 (left) Reflectance contours of the synthetic image of the Sebastian Inlet area generated using the Monte Carlo
model (Figure 13) with bottom reflectance data (Bostater, 1992). Figure 16 (right) Reflectance contours ofthe synthetic
image of the Sebastian Inlet area generated using the analytical model (Figure 14) with bottom reflectance data
(Bostater, 1992). Note the close degree of similarity in the resulting images by comparing the contours and contour
shapes.
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Figure 17. Conceptual diagram indicating procedures of using synthetic images for remote sensing algorithm testing
and data fusion of aerial sensor data with synthetic images.
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